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The material used to recreate this can be found at: www.unexcelledfishing.com
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Blood Worm
tied by: Lorie Hagen

This is a very productive fly when fished on the 
bottom. Fish cannot resist

Hook | 270 Natural Bend | Size 14-22

body | Body Material | Blood Red

tHread | Flymaster Plus | White

Head cement | Soft Body | Thin

Vegetable Oil

« Step 1
Start with your thread on the hook. You only need to go a hook gap length back from the eye. 

« Step 2 
Cut a 6 to 8” piece of Body Material and fill with oil. Tie a not in both ends. Tie in your body 

material directly in front of one of the knots, a hook gap length from the eye. After you have your 

Body Material tied in, lay it along the hook shaft and pull tight. Wrap your thread along the Body 

Material then back up to the point where you tied it in. Cut off that knot and place a couple more 

wraps over the body material and then do a half hitch to hold in the oil.

We will have lots of new products ready for you in January 2013. 
Some of them include: 

» eStaz
» braid
» FlaSH
» zonkerS

« Step 3
Make sure the remaining Body Material is full of oil. It not, hodl in your left hand and use your right 

to push the oil up the Body Material. Use your forceps to clamp the Body Material. Now you can 

wrap the Body Material around the hook. Lay each wrap next to the last, but not overlapping. Tie 

off at your tie in location and cut off your extra Body Material. Place a couple more wraps and a 

half hitch. 

« Step 4
Now you can build a tapered head with your thread and whip finish. Take your read marker and 

make the head red. Apply Soft Body and go fishing.

get ready for new products in january

» deer and elk Hair

» neW legz colorS

» and a lot more. . . 


